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Abstract

For � leptons produced in e+e� ! �+�� interactions there are, in addition to the

longitudinal spin correlations, two independent transverse spin correlations associated

with the transverse (within the production plane) and normal (to the production

plane) polarization components. A measurement of the transverse-transverse and

transverse-normal � spin correlations in the decay Z ! �+��, CTT and CTN, is

presented based on the aplanarity angle of the decay products of both � leptons. Using

80 pb�1 of data collected by ALEPH on the peak of the Z resonance, the results

are CTT = 1:06 � 0:13(stat) � 0:05(syst), and CTN = 0:08 � 0:13(stat) � 0:04(syst).

These values are in agreement with the Standard Model predictions, CTT = 0:99 and

CTN = �0:01.

(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction

The longitudinal polarization of the � produced in the reaction e+e� ! �+�� at the

Z resonance has been widely studied by all LEP experiments [1{4]. As a result, the

Zee and Z�� couplings have been precisely measured and as a consequence the weak

mixing angle sin2 �e�
W

is obtained. In addition to the longitudinal spin polarization

of each � lepton, three independent spin-spin correlations can be measured. These

are the longitudinal spin correlation and two transverse spin correlations associated

with the transverse (within the production plane) and normal (to the production

plane) polarization components: the transverse-transverse spin correlation CTT and the

transverse-normal spin correlation CTN [5]. The presence of transverse spin correlations

is a consequence of the conservation of angular momentum but their size depends on

the coupling constants which are predicted by the Standard Model.

In this paper the transverse spin correlations are investigated by analyzing the

angular distribution of the decay products of the � pair. This is in contrast to the

measurement of the longitudinal � polarization which is mainly based on the energy

spectra of the decay products. The following decay modes are used in this analysis:

� ! e��, ���, ��, and ��.

The precision of the vector and axial vector coupling constants of the � lepton, v�
and a� , and of sin

2 �e�
W

which can be obtained from this measurement is not competitive

with that obtained from the standard observables of � pair production: the total cross

section, the forward-backward asymmetry, and the longitudinal polarization. However,

it is certainly desirable to carry out a general test of the coupling structure of the

theory [6]. As a part of this programme limits on the the weak dipole moment have

already been obtained [7]. The correlations CTT and CTN yield information which

is independent of any anomalous dipole moment [6]. Moreover, CTT is proportional

to ja� j2 � jv� j2 and therefore its sign enables the ambiguity between a� and v� in a

purely weak process to be resolved, whereas so far it has only been resolved from -

Z interference. The transverse-normal spin correlation CTN is both a parity-odd and

time-reversal-odd observable that vanishes for Z exchange at tree level. In the Standard

Model it receives small contributions from -Z interference and from the absorptive

part of the electroweak amplitudes generated at one-loop level [8]. A value sizably

di�erent from zero could indicate CP violation from a source other than a � dipole

moment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical framework

to compute the cross-section, including the transverse spin correlations, as a function

of three angles. Section 3 describes the data analysis. Systematic errors are treated

in section 4. In section 5 the measurements of the transverse spin correlations are

presented. Finally, section 6 contains the summary.
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2 Theory

2.1 Standard Model

The Standard Model cross-section for the process e+e� ! �+�� around the Z peak,

which includes the dependence on the � spins but neglects the  exchange contribution,

is given by [5]

d�(ŝ��; ŝ�+)

d
��

=
1

4q2
jP (q2)j2fC0(1 + cos2 �) + 2C1 cos �

�D0(s
L

��
� sL

�+
)(1 + cos2 �)�D1(s

L

��
� sL

�+
)2 cos �

�C0sL��sL�+(1 + cos2 �)� C1s
L

��
sL
�+
2 cos �

+C2(s
N

��
sN
�+
� sT

��
sT
�+
) sin2 � +D2(s

N

��
sT
�+

+ sT
��
sN
�+
) sin2 �g

where

P (q2) =
�

4s2
W
(1� s2

W
)

q2

q2 �M2

Z
+ iq2�Z=MZ

C0 = (jvej2 + jaej2)(jv� j2 + ja� j2)
C1 = 4Re(vea

�

e
)Re(v�a

�

�
)

C2 = (jvej2 + jaej2)(ja� j2 � jv� j2)
D0 = 2Re(v�a

�

�
)(jvej2 + jaej2)

D1 = 2Re(vea
�

e
)(jv� j2 + ja� j2)

D2 = �2Im(v�a
�

�
)(jvej2 + jaej2): (1)

In these expressions vf and af are the e�ective (complex) vector and axial vector

Zff couplings, � is the �ne-structure constant and s2
W
(= sin2 �e�

W
) is the weak mixing

parameter, si
��

are the �� spin components,1 q is the centre of mass energy, and MZ

(�Z) is the mass (width) of the Z boson.

The coe�cients C2 and D2 carry all the information about the transverse-transverse

(sN
��
sN
�+
� sT

��
sT
�+
) and the transverse-normal (sN

��
sT
�+

+ sT
��
sN
�+
) spin correlations. The

measured spin correlations are de�ned by CTT = C2=C0 and CTN = D2=C0. Atp
s = MZ , if -Z interference is included, CTT is essentially unchanged, whereas the

term (8s2
W
(1� s2

W
)Re(vea

�

�
)�Z)=(C0MZ) has to be added to CTN. For sin

2 �W = 0:23

the Standard Model predicts CTT = 0:99 and CTN = �0:01 [5, 8].

In the analysis presented here only events at the Z peak are analyzed. The -Z

interference omitted in Eq. (1) plays a role for events with initial state radiation (ISR).

This e�ect is taken into account in the theoretical expression used to �t the data.

1i=L designates the longitudinal component, i=T the transverse component within the production

plane, and i=N is the transverse component normal to the production plane.
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→
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Figure 1: Coordinate system in the lab frame, pd� are the direction of the �� decay

products, pe� is the direction of the incident e�, pd+ lies in the x-z plane.

The CTN coe�cient is given explicitly by

CTN =
D2

C0
= �2 Im(v�a

�

�
)

jv� j2 + ja� j2
= �2 jv� jja� j

jv� j2 + ja� j2
sin(�v�

� �a�
); (2)

where v� = jv� jei�v� and a� = ja� jei�a� , while the longitudinal � polarization

P� = �D0=C0 can be expressed in the same formalism as

P� = �D0

C0
= �2 Re(v�a

�

�
)

jv� j2 + ja� j2
= �2 jv� jja� j

jv� j2 + ja� j2
cos(�v�

� �a�
): (3)

The phase di�erence �v�
� �a�

can be obtained using both measurements:

tan(�v�
� �a�

) =
CTN

P�

: (4)

2.2 Observables

As in the well known longitudinal polarization studies, the � spin vectors are not

directly measurable, but the � decay products can be used as spin analyzers. The

�+�� spin correlations give rise to angular correlations of the decay products [5]. The

distribution of the sequential process e+e� ! �+�� ! X+

i
X�

j
+ ::: can be written as

a function of the polar angle of the negatively charged particle �1, the acollinearity �

and aplanarity � angles of the decay products (Fig. 1) [9]:

d3�ij

d� d cos �1 d�
=
jP (q2)j2
4q2

fF ij

0
(�)(1 + cos2 �1) + F

ij

1
(�)2 cos �1 + F

ij

2
(�; �) sin2 �1g; (5)
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where i; j specify the � decay channels, � = � � �, and

F ij

n
(�) = CnQ

ij

1
(�) +DnQ

ij

2
(�); n = 0; 1

F
ij

2
(�; �) = fC2 cos 2�+D2 sin 2�gQij

3
(�): (6)

The Qij

n
(�) functions are computed numerically using the TAUOLA Monte Carlo [10]

describing the � decay [9]. In this way, the mass of the � decay products, vertex

corrections, and photon radiation are included automatically in the �nal angular

distributions.

Since the �+�� selection e�ciency does not distinguish between the decay channels

� ! �� and � ! K�, the Qij

n
(�) functions are rede�ned as follows in order to take into

account the �, K mass di�erence

Qi�

n
(�) ! W�Q

i�

n
(�) +WKQ

iK

n
(�); i 6= �; K

Q��

n
(�) ! W�W�Q

��

n
(�) +WKWKQ

KK

n
(�) + 2W�WKQ

�K

n
(�); (7)

with n = 1; 2; 3, W� = B�!��=[B�!�� +B�!K�], and WK = 1�W�.

2.3 Fitting procedure

The correlations CTT and CTN are determined by a maximum likelihood �t of the cross-

section Eq. (5) to the data, taking the experimental e�ciencies and the initial state

radiation correction into account. The correlations are obtained from the coe�cients of

the two terms depending on the aplanarity angle � in Eq. (6). The following expression

is maximized:

L =
X
ij

N
ij

eventsX
n=1

ln

 X
kl

Mk

i
M l

j

d3�kl(q
2; �; �1; �;CTT; CTN)

d� d cos �1 d�

!
; (8)

where ij and kl describe the reconstructed and true �+�� decay channels, respectively,

Mk

i
is a matrix describing the probability that a channel k is reconstructed as

channel i, N
ij

events is the number of selected events belonging to the class ij, and

d3�kl=(d� d cos �1 d�) is the cross-section Eq. (5) corrected for the e�ect of the

experimental e�ciencies and the initial state radiation. The Qij

n
(�) functions have

been computed by weighting TAUOLA Monte Carlo [10] events with the momentum

dependence of the channel reconstruction e�ciency obtained from the full detector

simulation. This technique takes into account the di�erent dependence of the three

Qij

n
(�)(n = 1; 2; 3) functions on the momentum. On the other hand, the momentum is

a variable which is not used in the �t. Therefore a check of the validity of the correction

can be made by comparing the momentum and acollinearity distributions of data and

Monte Carlo. The agreement is good over the full momentum range. The Qij

n
(�)

functions for �� background arising from the misidenti�cation of the � and ���0�0

�nal states are computed independently to take into account the di�erent momentum
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distributions.

Initial state radiation along the beam axis boosts the centre of mass reference

system and therefore causes the initial electron beam and the two � decay products to

be coplanar (�! 0 or �). The ISR distortion can be corrected due to the fact that the

bulk of this e�ect has a kinematic origin [11]. Therefore the functions Qij

n
(�) computed

at the Z centre of mass energy can be used at other energies by scaling the angle �.

As shown in [5] the Qij

n
(�)'s are e�ectively functions of � =

p
s=(2m� )�. If x is the

fraction of the beam energy carried by the initial state photon and �0 is the angle which

measures the acollinearity of an ISR event, the equivalent angle is given by

�00 = �0
p
1� x: (9)

This approximation is valid for �1 � 1. �1 is smaller than 5% for values of the

radiation parameter x smaller than 0.2 which is the limit used in the integration. The

angular distribution is rede�ned as follows:

d3�kl

d� d cos �1 d�
=

Z
0:2

0

dxH(x)
d3�0

kl
(M2

Z
(1� x); �00; �0

1
; �0)

d�00 d cos �0
1
d�0

@(�0; �0
1
; �0)

@(�; �1; �)

@�00

@�0
; (10)

where the next to leading order ISR function H(x) is described in [12] and

the Jacobian @(�0; �0
1
; �0)=@(�; �1; �) takes into account the change in the three

angles (�; �1; �) due to the boost. The �Z interference terms appearing in

d3�0
kl
(M2

Z
(1� x))=(d�00 d cos �0

1
d�0) are �xed to the Standard Model values.

3 Data analysis

The data analyzed were recorded from 1992 to 1994 and represent an integrated

luminosity of 80 pb�1, all taken at the peak of the Z resonance, corresponding to

about 120000 � pairs.

3.1 ALEPH detector

The ALEPH detector is described in detail elsewhere [13, 14]. The main components to

measure the energy and the momenta are the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and

the tracking devices, namely the vertex detector (VDET), the inner tracking chamber

(ITC) and the time projection chamber (TPC). The lepton identi�cation relies on the

dE=dx measurement in the TPC, on the ECAL, on the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL)

and on the muon chambers.

3.2 �
+
�
� event selection and decay mode identi�cation

The principal characteristics of the �+�� events in e+e� annihilation are low

multiplicity, back-to-back topology and missing energy. Each event is divided into
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two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. The event is selected

when there are less than eight charged tracks. Each hemisphere is required to have at

least one good charged track. A good charged track is de�ned to have at least four

reconstructed space points in the TPC, to extrapolate well to the interaction point, i.e.

within �2 cm transversally and �10 cm along the beams. The �+�� event selection

consists of the identi�cation of hemispheric � decay channels plus several cuts that

increase the purity of the sample.

The � decay channels are classi�ed in one of the following categories:

e�; ��; ��(K�); ��. Other � decay channels are not selected because their sensitivity

to transverse spin correlations is small [5]. The leading-momentum track in each

hemisphere is identi�ed as e�; ��, or ��(K�) using the method described in [15], while

�0's are identi�ed as described in [16]. A � particle is identi�ed when the invariant

mass of a �0-�� pair falls inside the interval (0.44, 1.1) GeV/c2. In addition, it is

required that no identi�ed objects, other than those mentioned, be present in either of

the hemispheres. The �nal state identi�cation in both hemispheres ensures that the

contamination from non-� pair events is small.

The background arises from e+e� ! e+e�, e+e� ! �+�� and from �+�� events

with misidenti�ed decay channels, although some contribution from q�q and cosmic

rays is still present in the selected sample. This background is reduced by means of

additional cuts:

� �+�� events leading to e+e� and �+�� �nal states are simply not selected, since

the sensitivity of those channels is in any case very small.

� (Eid

1
+ Eid

2
) < 80 GeV when the event is identi�ed as ��e� or ����. Eid

i
is the

energy of the identi�ed particle in the ith hemisphere. This reduces the Bhabha

and dimuon contamination when either of the leptons is misidenti�ed as a �.

� At least one of the good tracks must extrapolate to the interaction point within

�1 cm transversely and �5 cm along the beam. This eliminates the possible

cosmic-ray background.

� The �t is done within the range 0:5� < � < 9:0� for all the channels, except

for �+�� in which the upper limit is �xed to 4:0�. These cuts reduce the

, the Bhabha and the dimuon contaminations, while the loss of sensitivity

is minimal [5, 9].

� Ehem

i
� Eid

i
< 12.0 GeV, for all the � and � hemispheres. These cuts reduce

the �; � and ��0�0 misidenti�cation, since they require almost all the energy,

for both neutral and charged energies, to be identi�ed. Ehem

i
is the neutral plus

charged energy of the ith hemisphere.

� j cos �1j < 0.85. This cut reduces the misidenti�cation due to missing particles

close to the beam axis. The sensitivity to transverse spin correlations goes as

sin2 �1 and therefore the rejected events give a very small contribution.
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An additional cut is applied to increase the sensitivity to the transverse spin

correlations. The momentum of the identi�ed particle should be greater than

4:0 GeV/c. This cut removes a momentum interval where the function Q
ij

3
(�) has

a sign opposite to the average for particles with momentum greater than 4:0 GeV/c,

and, consequently, it increases the sensitivity as a function of the acollinearity.

Class e=� � � ��0�0 n�=K

e=� 0:9947� 0:0004 0:0039� 0:0003 0:0011� 0:0002 0:0001� 0:0001 0:0001� 0:0001

� 0:0152� 0:0009 0:9061� 0:0020 0:0573� 0:0019 0:0191� 0:0010 0:0022� 0:0003

� 0:0003� 0:0001 0:0027� 0:0003 0:9302� 0:0015 0:0591� 0:0013 0:0078� 0:0005

Table 1: Fraction of events generated in class \i" and identi�ed in class \j", M
j

i
. The

generated classes are given in the �rst row, and the reconstructed classes in the �rst

column.

The channel mixing due to decay mode misidenti�cation is calculated with a full

detector Monte Carlo simulation. The mixing matrix is de�ned such that the i�j
element (M

j

i
) is de�ned as the fraction of events classi�ed as belonging to the \i"

channel which is generated in the \j" channel. To include any possible bias from

the cuts and detector e�ects the matrix is computed after the �+�� event selection

described above. The matrix is shown in Table 1, where only the statistical errors are

included.

The number of events selected in each class is shown in Table 2.

Channel e��� l��� l��� ���� ���� ����

Data 2853 4306 6367 820 2336 1677

e+e� 0 5:7� 2:0 6:4� 2:1 0 0 0

�+�� 0:52� 0:36 5:7� 1:2 1:0� 0:5 0:26� 0:26 0 0

total 0:52� 0:36 11:4� 2:3 7:4� 2:2 0:26� 0:26 0 0

Table 2: Number of real events selected in each channel, and non-� contamination

events estimated with the Monte Carlo.

3.3 Non-tau background

After all the cuts described above the background contamination in the sample is at

the level of 10�3. The contribution from Bhabha and dimuon events comes mainly from

the misidenti�cation of one electron or muon as a � or �. The contamination from 

and q�q events is negligible. The background estimation of Bhabha and dimuon events

is based on Monte Carlo and is displayed in Table 2. The non-� background is small,

and therefore no correction is applied, but a systematic error is quoted instead.
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Figure 2: Minimum signed distance between a  and the �� track extrapolation into

ECAL for � ! � decays. The data (points with error bars) and the MC prediction (solid

histogram) normalized to the number of data entries agree over the entire spectrum.

3.4 Bias correction in the � channel

The decay of the � meson into ���0 produces an angular asymmetry in the �

identi�cation. The � identi�cation e�ciency is reduced when a �� overlaps with a

 shower from a �0 decay. The magnetic �eld bends the charged pion, breaking the

azimuthal symmetry of its production with respect to the �0 when it enters in ECAL.

The signed distance 2 in ECAL between the 's and the charged track computed for

the data sample and Monte Carlo is shown in Fig. 2. The asymmetry in the �'s is well

described by the Monte Carlo.

The �+�� Monte Carlo does not include transverse spin correlations and a �t to

Monte Carlo generated events should therefore give a zero value for the CTT and CTN
correlations. The values obtained from the �t to the Monte Carlo channels is taken

as a bias on CTT and CTN due to this e�ect. These values are subtracted from those

obtained when �tting the real data, and the statistical errors in the Monte Carlo �t

are propagated accordingly, and included as a systematic error. The e�ect of the bias

correction in the � reconstruction will be discussed in section 4.

4 Systematic errors

The values of the transverse spin correlation obtained from the likelihood �t are

CTT = 1:09� 0:13 and CTN = 0:01� 0:13.

2The sign is computed depending on the position of the photon shower with respect to the track

bending in the plane transverse to the beam axis.
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Systematic errors coming from the Monte Carlo statistics are included in the

statistical errors of the mixing matrix elements. To compute the resulting systematic

errors on the transverse spin correlations CTT and CTN, the matrix elements are varied

by �1 �. This does not signi�cantly a�ects the central value of CTT and CTN but the

statistical errors do change. These new statistical errors are interpreted as the quadratic

sum of the original statistical errors and the systematic errors, always considering the

least favourable case. The same method is used to compute the systematic errors

coming from the sources described in the following:

� Smearing of the polar and azimuthal angles. The angular smearing is computed

from the di�erence between the reconstructed and the generated Monte Carlo

angles. The likelihood �t is performed again convoluting the cross-section with

the smearing of these angles.

� Errors on �� branching ratios [17]. The Monte Carlo is normalized to the world

average � branching ratios. These are then varied by �1�.

� Errors on the input parameters of the cross-section [17]: sin2 �e�
W

= 0:2315 �
0:0004, MZ = 91:1884 � 0:0022, and �Z = 2:4963 � 0:0032. The resulting

systematic errors are negligible.

The correction due to the � reconstruction asymmetry is determined from the �t

to the Monte Carlo events. The �t yields CTT =-0:03 � 0:04 and CTN = 0:07� 0:04.

The central value is taken as a bias and the statistical error from the �t is taken

as systematic uncertainty. A possible uncertainty in the simulation of the e�ect is

considered to be negligible compared to the �t errors since the data and Monte Carlo

are in excellent agreement (see Fig. 2).

As mentioned in section 3.3, the non-� background contribution is included as a

systematic error in the measurement of CTT and CTN. The Monte Carlo provides

a sample of background events passing the selection cuts. The likelihood function

is then maximized subtracting the likelihood contributions of these events. This

is equivalent to subtracting from the data sample the events corresponding to the

predicted background. The systematic errors are then taken as the di�erence between

the mean value of the transverse spin correlations with and without the non-�

background.

The systematic errors from initial state radiation (ISR) are split into two

contributions:

� The assumption that the ISR is collinear with the beam direction. The systematic

errors are estimated as the di�erence between the values obtained with the cosine

of the angle of the ISR photons �xed to 1 and 0.95 (corresponding to the minimum

angle of detected ISR photons). This is clearly an upper limit on the errors, which

is nevertheless negligible.

� The variation of Qi(�) with the centre of mass energy after radiation. The

systematic errors are computed varying the maximum value of x from 0:2 to

approximately 1.
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In principle, the transverse spin correlations are independent of a weak dipole form

factor, ~d� . However, the transverse spin polarization ~d� (s
T

��
�sT

�+
) sin � cos � contributes

to the term in the cross-section sin2 �1 sin(2�), from which the CTN spin correlation is

derived (Eq. (5) and (6)). The limit already published by the ALEPH collaboration

[7] is used to estimate the uncertainty induced in CTN.

The contributions to the �nal systematic errors are shown in Table 3.

Source �CTT �CTN

Mixing 0.014 0.014

Angle smearing 0.003 0.003

Non-� background 0.020 0.007

ISR 0.002 0.001

� asymmetry correction 0.039 0.040

� decay branching ratios 0.009 0.009
~d� residual contribution - - - 0.002

Total 0.05 0.04

Table 3: Systematic uncertainties on the �tted transverse spin correlations.

5 Results

The values of the transverse spin correlations, with the bias correction applied are:

CTT = 1:06 � 0:13(stat) � 0:05(syst)

CTN = 0:08 � 0:13(stat) � 0:04(syst);

in agreement with the Standard Model prediction.

The value of the CTT transverse spin correlation clearly indicates that the axial

vector coupling of the Z�� vertex is larger than the vector coupling. The measured

value is � 15� away from �1, i.e., pure vector coupling. Fig. 3 displays the allowed

region in the (v� ; a� ) plane (shaded area).

The values of the longitudinal polarization and the transverse-normal spin

correlation can be combined to obtain the phase di�erence between the axial vector

and vector coupling as described in section 2.1. From the world average value of the

longitudinal � polarization [18]:

P� = �0:140� 0:007; (11)
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Figure 3: 95% C.L. allowed region (shaded) for the Re(v� ) and Re(a� ) couplings. The

black point shows the world averaged (W.A.) values for the v� and a� couplings.

and the CTN value reported here, the phase di�erence between the vector and axial

vector couplings is

tan(�v�
� �a�

) = -0:57 � 0:97; (12)

which is consistent with 0.07 predicted in the Standard Model.

The transverse spin correlations have also been calculated for each � decay mode

independently as shown in Table 4. The results are consistent.

The aplanarity dependence of the di�erent channels is compared with the

predictions of the Standard Model, CTT = 0:99 and CTN = �0:01, in Fig. 4. The

predicted cos 2� dependence is clearly visible. Evidence for the CTT spin correlation

has been previously presented by the DELPHI collaboration using the same aplanarity

observable [19].

6 Summary

A measurement of the transverse spin correlations in �+�� production at the Z has

been presented. The measured values,

CTT = 1:06 � 0:14

and

CTN = 0:08 � 0:14;

are consistent with the Standard Model predictions, CTT = 0:99 and CTN = �0:01. In
particular, from the measurement of CTT alone, it follows that ja� j � jv� j. Within the

precision of the measurement the imaginary part of the a�
�
v� is consistent with zero.
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Figure 4: Number of events versus the aplanarity angle, � (solid points). The curve

shows the Standard Model prediction normalized to the total number of events.
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Decay mode CTT CTN

e��� 0:92 � 0:70 -0:92 � 0:71 3:2%

l��� 0:79 � 0:24 -0:01 � 0:24 27:1%

l��� 1:25 � 0:50 0:12 � 0:51 4:6%

�+�� 1:03 � 0:19 0:07 � 0:20 41:7%

���� 1:36 � 0:32 0:38 � 0:32 20:8%

�+�� 2:08 � 0:71 0:68 � 0:75 2:65%

Total 1:06� 0:13 0:08� 0:13

�2 = 4:4 C:L: = 49:3% �2 = 3:6 C:L: = 65:4%

Table 4: Transverse spin correlation for the various decay modes. The last column

shows the contribution of each channel to the averages.
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